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WE’VE SEEN PLENTY of quality Danish pro
audio equipment, but things have been
relatively quieter in neighbouring Sweden

(Aside from Pearl, Milab and Lab Gruppen, before the
calls start coming in. Ed). Thomas Kristiansson’s
Vintage Design is a new Swedish company, its
products assembled by hand, its circuits based,
unsurprisingly, on vintage designs.

The 2U front panel of the CL-1 certainly has vintage
styling, with a definite classic flavour. The unit is said
to be loosely based on Neve 2254 circuitry, with
sidechain circuits based on the later 2264, which was
a Class AB design, but with modern improvements.
However, the CL-1 doesn’t really look like either of
these mono units and is laid out a bit like a 33609,
traditionally a favourite with broadcast engineers.

The 2254 dates from 1969 and features a fairly
square front panel with a vertical gain reduction meter.
These are most often encountered in pairs in a 3U
power supply rack. The 2264 was originally a
narrower console channel-width module with dual-
concentric controls. The CL-1 meters retain the familiar
black faces, and backwards-reading concept with zero
on the left, although these backlit custom Sifam
examples seem more EMI than Neve in terms of
housing and needle. More importantly, the circuitry
uses a diode bridge as the gain control element, with
transformers before and after this supplied by Carnhill,
St Ives UK which was one of Neve’s suppliers in the
1970s. There is also a transformer-balanced Class A
output stage, also using Carnhills, and it is promised
that no ICs are used anywhere in the audio circuitry.

On the rear are XLRs for stereo audio inputs and
outputs. The only other connection is for 24V power
input. The CL-1 came supplied with a wall-wart for
this purpose, looking more like something for
charging your mobile phone rather than part of a
vintage compressor package. A more substantial

external supply can be attached, although I had no
trouble at all with the wall-wart except for the lack of
a mains switch.

Front panel controls are split with the left channel
above the right, and with two distinct sections
comprising Compressor on the left and Limiter on the
right. Both sections feature maroon stepped Threshold
controls. (These came loose, but simply needed their
retaining screws tightening.) Cosmetically the CL-1
looks the part, although it has a slightly prototype feel
of a first run, and indeed it is promised that following
batches will be very slightly different in appearance.
(The manufacturer has confirmed this. Ed.)

The signal passes through the Compressor stage
first; this comprises four adjustable controls. Threshold
is a stepped knob with settings at 2dB intervals  from
-20 to +10dB. Ratio switches between five useful
positions from 1.5:1 to 8:1, while Recovery switches
between six positions, the first four from 0.1s through
1.5s, with two auto settings beyond those, nominally
0.5s and 2s. Make-up Gain knobs have a boost of up
to 20dB available; these are continuous pots.

Following this section’s In/Out toggles, their output
feeds directly into the Limiter circuits. These comprise
another stepped Threshold knob, with half-dB steps
from +4 to +15dB, Recovery knob similar to the

Compressor, Fast/Slow Attack toggle, and In/Out
toggle. The Limiting circuit is fed from the signal
feeding the output transformers, and acts as a final
‘brick wall’ limiter. Beyond the meters are a single
Bypass toggle and stereo Link. The In/Out toggles of
all sections simply deactivate the sidechains and
make-up gain circuits; audio still passes through all the
transformers unless the master Bypass is flipped. The
Link toggle simply sums the two channels’ sidechains,
rather than linking any of the controls.

The CL-1 undoubtedly captures the classic spirit,
and provides excellent audio performance. It is warm
in character, forgiving and well rounded when
compressing moderately, without adding distortion or
unpleasant artefacts. It is capable of subtle tickling and
savage limiting (But presumably not savage tickling.
Ed). The way in which the Compressor output feeds
into the Limiter enables you to drive into the Limiter
using the Make Up Gain knobs.

The Limiter is exceptionally forgiving, ludicrous
amounts of gain reduction are feasible before anything
remotely nasty starts to happen. The two different
Limiter Attack settings allow for an even more
forgiving character when set to the slower setting. I
used the CL-1 as a programme compressor for mixing
a punky rock album, and it worked beautifully on a
variety of tracks to bring the elements together and
make the mix sound more like a finished record. It
makes an excellent warming vocal compressor if you
don’t want the aggression of an 1176 or the
overblown harmonic characteristics of certain valve
models, and it is also terrific on bass guitar.

The defining character of this unit is warmth
without distortion, it boasts a big sound, and although
Attack characteristics have little adjustment available,
I didn’t miss this. It will make most programme
material sound big and creamy, retaining good tonal
integrity even under heavy gain reduction. The two
Auto release settings reduce pumping in dynamic
programme material in a very pleasant manner.

For percussive sources I would mostly plug a different
unit in, as this doesn’t have the speed of release or
crunch to handle percussion in a desirable way for me.
But for just about everything else, this is lovely. The 
CL-1 compares favourably to the competition at a
‘Studio Direct’ price of Euro 2953 (+ VAT). ■

Vintage Design CL-1
A dynamics device with independent compressor and limiter controls and distinctly retro

lines from a company that builds them like they used to. GEORGE SHILLING puts it

straight into the red.

Contact

VINTAGE DESIGN, SWEDEN:
Website: www.vintagedesign.se
Europe, Golden Age Music, Sweden:
Tel: +46 322 665050
Website: www.goldenagemusic.se

Classic-style compressor; genuine British
components.

Some early build/presentation QC
issues; knob pointers could be clearer.

Vintage Design offers a variety of classic

style units including the DMP dual mic
preamp and the CA73 and CA81 channel
amps with EQ.
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